Introduction.
In an important paper [3] A. W. Goldie proved that a ring is a prime ring with certain chain conditions if and only if it has a quotient ring which is a total matrix ring £", where £ is a division ring.
For a ring £ let N(R) denote the nil radical of £. We say that a ring K is completely primary if K has an identity and K/N(K) is a division ring. In §1 we characterize those rings £ which satisfy the ascending chain condition (A.C.C.) for right and left ideals and which have a quotient ring Q(R) of the form Kn where K is completely primary and where Q(R/N(R)) = Q(E)/N(Q(R)).
These rings are defined in §1 as reflective Af-prime rings. In §2 it is proved that if £ is reflective A7-prime then £ [x] , where x is a commutative indeterminate, is reflective A'-prime. 1. Reflective N-piime rings. Throughout this paper, £ will denote a ring which satisfies the A.C.C. for right and left ideals (2) . This, of course, implies that chain conditions (1) and (2) of [3] are satisfied in £ and R/N(R).
If S is a subset of £ then 5 will denote the image of S under the natural homomorphism from £ to R/N(R). In particular, R = R/N(R). We shall say that A is reflective N-prime if A is both reflective and Nprime. Statement 1.1. If £ is strongly A7-prime then £ is A7-prime. Proof. Suppose pip2QN(R) for ideals pi and p2 of £. Then (pip2)" = 0 for some positive integer n. From this product let p,,, p;2, • • ■ , p,t be the smallest subcollection whose product pi.p.j • ■ • pik is zero. Since p,-, • • • p,t_, is not zero then phQN(R).
Thus either pi or p2 is in N(R) and £ is prime.
REFLECTIVE iV-PRIME RINGS 265 Statement 1.2. If R is reflective Af-prime then R is strongly Af-prime. Proof. Let pip2 = 0 lor ideals pi, p2 oí R and suppose pi9*0 but p2QN(R). Then p29i0 in R and by the proof of Theorem 13 of [3, p. 607] we know that p2 contains a regular element d. Since R is reflective, p2 contains the regular element a. Thus pip29*0, a contradiction.
Similarly if pip2 = 0 and p29^0 then piQN(R). Hence R is strongly A^-prime.
We shall now give an example of an A^-prime ring which is not strongly Af-prime and satisfies the A. Hence T = q*.
It is readily verified that the mapping ab~x^>äb~l is a homomorphism of QiA) onto QiA/q) with kernel q*. Consequently Q(A/q)^QiA)/q*.
To prove the last part of the lemma it is sufficient to show that iq*)*Qq. Let bEiq*)* = q*r^A. Then b = ac~l where aEq and c is regular in A. It follows that bS = ä = Ö in A and since I is regular we conclude that bEq. Theorem 1.1. If R is reflective N-prime then R has a right quotient ring QiR) which is also a left quotient ring.
Proof. We know by the corollary to Theorem 10 of [3] that £ contains a regular element and thus £ contains a regular element. By Theorem 11 of [3] , R/NiR) has a right quotient ring which is also a left quotient ring. Hence the conditions of Lemma 1.1 are satisfied. 
Proof. By 2a of [l ] an element is a unit of K" if and only if it is a unit of Kn. Thus an element is regular in R if and only if it is regular in R.
Since Q(R)^Kn=(K)n we have by Theorem 13 of [3] that R is prime.
Hence R is A^-prime.
We summarize our results as follows: 2. The polynomial ring P [x] . In this section, in addition to the A.C.C. for right and left ideals, we shall assume that R has an identity element 1. Let x be a commutative indeterminate. We shall show that if R is prime then R[x] is prime and if R is reflective A^-prime then P[x] is also reflective Nprime. These results provide a means by which one can properly extend a prime ring or a reflective A^-prime ring to a ring of the same type.
In the course of establishing these results we shall prove several statements about matrix rings which are of some interest in themselves. In Chapter 3 of [4] , for the elements^of the matrix ring Pn, P a principal ideal domain, there is defined an equivalence relation (~). Here A~B in P" if and only if there exist units U and V in P" such that A = UB V. If A~B then A and B are termed associates. From the discussion on page 42 of this chapter we have that every matrix A has an associate D = (da) where da is a total divisor of ¿# for j>i and á¿y = 0, i^j. Certainly if d,¡ = 0 then dkk = 0 for k>j. We shall call this matrix D the canonical form of A. From page 31 of [4] if P is a principal ideal domain then the right quotient ring Q(P) exists. Surely Q(P) is also a left quotient ring and a division ring. Statement 2.1. Let P be a principal ideal domain and Q(P) its quotient ring. Let A he an element of P" with canonical form D = (dn). Then A is a right divisor of zero if and only if dnn = 0. In this case A is also a left divisor of zero. The fact that £" is reflective follows from this discussion.
Corollary. // K is a completely primary ring which satisfies the A.C.C. for right ideals then (£[x])" is reflective.
Proof. By [2] we know that Q( Proof. From Statement 2.2 and its proof we know that if A is regular in £" then A has an inverse in (Q(R))n. To prove that £ has a right quotient ring we need only show that every element of (Q(R))n is of the form AB~l where A, BERn. We shall prove this for the case m = 2. The method of proof can easily be extended to the general case. Thus consider we obtain a set of matrices whose product P is regular such that AF = GER2-Thus A =GF-\ It is easy to see that (Q(R))n is also a left quotient ring. Proof. By Theorem 2.2, it is sufficient to show that when R is reflective then R[x] is reflective. We know that R has a right and left quotient ring Q(R) and moreover that Q(R) is of the form Kn where K is a completely primary ring which satisfies the A.C.C. for right and left ideals. Thus we may say P[x]ÇPn [x] .
From Statement 1.4 we have that Q(R)=K" and conse-
